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ABSTRACT
Large language models and other foundation models (FMs) boost
productivity by automating code generation, supporting bug fixes,
and generating documentation. We propose that FMs can further
support Open Source Software (OSS) projects by assisting devel-
opers and guiding the community. Currently, core developers and
maintainers answer queries about processes, architecture, and source
code, but their time is limited, often leading to delays. To address
this, we introduce DevMentorAI, a tool that enhances developer-
project interactions by leveraging source code and technical docu-
mentation. DevMentorAI uses the Retrieval Augmented Generation
(RAG) architecture to identify and retrieve relevant content for
queries. We evaluated DevMentorAI with a case study on PDF.js
project, using real questions from a development chat room and
comparing the answers provided by DevMentorAI to those from hu-
mans. A Mozilla expert rated the answers, finding DevMentorAI’s
responses more satisfactory in 8/14 of cases, equally satisfactory
in 3/14, and less satisfactory in 3/14. These results demonstrate
the potential of using foundation models and the RAG approach to
support developers and reduce the burden on core developers.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Open source Software (OSS) projects depend on open collaboration
environments, in which a distributed community of developers
and developers work in sync to develop the project [5, 6, 15]. For
these projects to thrive, they must create a sustainable ecosystem
in which communication between users and developers is constant
and healthy [6, 9, 31]. As such, these communities often employ
communication tools such as forums, chat clients, and issue trackers,
enabling users and developers to more easily perform communica-
tion tasks, such as asking and answering questions that may arise
throughout the development or usage of the project.

Furthermore, newcomers willing to join these projects have
overcome several barriers to onboard [27], and rely on community
resources to overcome them. This is often done through informal
mentoring [12], a practice in which more senior developers volun-
teer their time to answer questions from newcomers. However, this
practice does not scale, as the time and effort required from the
project members are significant [12, 26], often to the detriment of
other important project-related tasks.

Communities have used different ways to scale up the way they
provide resources for users and newcomers, such as creating docu-
mentation that covers different facts [28]. However, it is known that
the documentation in OSS projects is usually spread, disorganized,
and lacking logical relationship [13]. As a result, communities con-
tinue to depend on humans to convey the information that is needed
by newcomers effectively. Nevertheless, communities have contin-
ued to experiment with alternative ways to provide this information
that are more efficient than utilizing human labor.
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Foundation models, such as GPT-4 [2], have demonstrated their
ability to provide accurate and satisfactory responses to a wide
range of general inquiries [17, 21, 24, 33], and thus are being exten-
sively utilized by developers to help them solve problems related
to the projects they participate [19, 23]. Since these models can
understand different types of content related to the project (e.g.,
source code, documentation, diagrams, etc.) they can efficiently
organize information from disparate sources of information to pro-
vide information that helps new developers and users in answering
their questions [21, 22].

However, most widely available tools utilized fixed, general,
and sometimes outdated datasets as their primary source of in-
formation [3]. Since software projects have specific information,
processes, and codebases —which are constantly evolving—it can
be difficult to ensure that the information these tools provide is
accurate [18]. Most of these tools are proprietary, providing limited
experience in reporting how these foundation model-based assis-
tants can help developers with project-specific questions, especially
more specific questions requiring specialized knowledge.

To address this challenge, we introduce DevMentorAI, a conver-
sational assistant that uses continuous integration to use project
contextual information (reducing the risk of providing incorrect
information). To accommodate for the specifics of different com-
munities, DevMentorAI utilizes a modular approach, and thus can
be easily integrated with different communication tools, such as
forums, chat clients, collaborative development environments, etc.

To tackle the lack of experimental reports about how these con-
versational agents are helping developers, this paper presents a case
study. In this study, DevMentorAI was applied to answer 14 real
questions that were asked and answered by human developers in
the chat room for PDF.js,1 an OSS project managed by the Mozilla
Foundation. A project expert from Mozilla (the main developer)
was then tasked with evaluating how satisfied they were with each
of the answers (i.e., the human’s and DevMentorAI’s answers).

In summary, the expert perception was favorable towards De-
vMentorAI’s answers in most questions (8 of 14 questions). In 3
questions, they were considered equivalent, and only in 3 questions,
the expert was more satisfied with the human answers. To better
understand these results, we also discuss individual cases and point
out factors that may have influenced both the performance of Dev-
MentorAI and the human, while also pointing at some factors that
may have influenced the expert’s evaluation.

Contributions: This paper has two main contributions: (i) we
present DevMentorAI, a conversational agent that can help develop-
ers by utilizing real-time information, therefore helping reduce the
time and effort expended by human developers in mentoring, and
(ii) we report a case study in which DevMentorAI was utilized to
answer 14 real questions asked by developers and users from a large
open-source project (PDF.js). We then tasked a project maintainer
from the project, with comparing how satisfied he was with the
answers provided by the humans and by DevMentorAI.

2 RELATEDWORK
This section presents related work on large language models used
to support software development activities.

1https://github.com/mozilla/pdf.js

The development of Large Language Models (LLMs) has acceler-
ated significantly over the past few years, marked by the introduc-
tion of models such as Gemini [30], BERT [10], and GPT-3 [7]. These
models can generate human-like text, summarize content, and per-
form a wide range of natural language processing tasks. Recent
work [17, 21, 24, 33] have been investigating the potential of LLMs
in supporting or acting as assistants for SE activities. Dakhel et
al. [17] explore Copilot’s effectiveness in providing correct, effi-
cient, and reproducible solutions for fundamental programming
tasks, and assess whether Copilot’s solutions are competitive with
those created by humans. Sallou et al. [24] emphasizes concerns
such as closed-source models, data leakage, and the reproducibility
of research findings involving LLMs. Moreover, Balfroid et. al. [4]
explored the potential of using LLMs for generating annotated code
tours to help the onboarding process of new developers in software
projects. Their findings show that the LLM, while able to generate
code and present solutions, often gives vague information or gives
the same content present in the documentation.

Pudari et al. [22] studied the current capabilities and limitations
of AI-supported code completion tools like GitHub’s Copilot. It
explores how these tools deal with programming idioms and code
smells. The study finds that Copilot often does not suggest the most
idiomatic or best practice code, indicating areas for future improve-
ment in AI-supported programming tools. Moreover, Sauvola et
al. [25] investigated the impact of generative AI on software de-
velopment, analyzing the opportunities, challenges, and ethical
concerns surrounding AI in enhancing productivity, and automa-
tion in software development. The study emphasizes the need for
new tools and guidelines to navigate the world of generative AI
to better understand its role in software development practices
and operations. Finally, Pinto [21] explores the use of ChatGPT for
grading and providing feedback on open-ended questions within
technical training contexts. Their findings suggest that ChatGPT
can identify semantic-related details in responses and it is generally
aligned with expert corrections, indicating its potential use in the
feedback process for open questions in educational environments.

Our study differs from prior research in two main ways: (i) we
designed a conversational assistant that supports interfacing with
different generative models (currently GPT-3.5 Turbo). Using these
models, we employed a Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG)
approach, focusing specifically on documentation and source code
from the target project. As such, our assistant is specialized in
answering questions related to the project (beyond code); (ii) we
assessed the quality of the responses of our custom assistant by
comparing them with actual real-user answers, which were subse-
quently evaluated by a project expert.

3 DEVMENTORAI
In this section, we present the details about DevMentorAI. The
source code is available on our replication package [1].

3.1 Requirements
We designed DevMentorAI as a conversational assistant aimed at
aiding developers by offering relevant responses to project-specific
questions. We focused on creating a tool that would enable compat-
ibility with various platforms, like chat clients, forums, and issue

https://github.com/mozilla/pdf.js
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Figure 1: DevMentorAI’s Pipeline.

trackers, while maintaining a swift response time to seamlessly
integrate into the developer’s workflow. Additionally, a core aspect
of DevMentorAI’s functionality is providing accurate and current
data, ensuring that developers have access to the latest information
relevant to their projects.

3.2 Architecture
Given the goals presented above, we opted to design DevMentorAI
by leveraging the hexagonal architectural framework [29]. By using
this architecture, DevMentorAI’s execution follows the pipeline
summarized in Figure 1.

The use of the hexagonal framework simplifies the development
of new adapters for different data sources (e.g., scrapers, PDF read-
ers, git)—via the content operator and converter content services
(left of Figure 1)—and enables smooth integration with different
communication clients (e.g., GitHub issue tracker, Matrix Chat,
Discord)—which can be plugged to the chain operator (right of
Figure 1). This design enables extensibility in terms of inputs and
outputs, and easier maintenance for different projects and contexts.
This novel way of building a contextual agent makes DevMen-
torAI’s architecture a good fit for several projects, regardless of the
source of documentation and communication channels they use.

Next, we will discuss the individual components developed for
DevMentorAI, shown in the figure.

3.2.1 Vector Storage Service. The first step to creating a contex-
tual agent is collecting the information from the data sources. For
retrieving the up-to-date information that DevMentorAI utilizes
to answer questions, we opted for the Retrieval-Augmented Gen-
eration (RAG) strategy [16]. As such, we developed a component
that ingests the projects’ documentation and source code for the
assistant’s usage. This occurs in two steps. First, this component
processes the artifacts from the project, and second, it then identi-
fies similarities between the questions and the project context (via
a vector space). We will detail each of these steps as follows.
Obtaining the raw sources. DevMentorAI utilizes the Content
Operator Service to capture the target project source code and doc-
umentation (by integrating with git/GitHub) and other documenta-
tion web pages (through web scraping). When needed, a universal
text format converter is utilized (Content Converter Service, which

currently utilizes Pandoc) to standardize raw text into Markdown.
The processed content is then broken down into smaller chunks for
targeted analysis of source code or documentation relevant to spe-
cific questions. This approach avoids comparing entire documents
or code modules. Programming language and text semantics are
respected during this stage to maintain coherence and syntax.
Content Vectorization. Each excerpt of raw content is then trans-
formed into a vector and stored in a database, thereby updating
the project’s context. This vectorization process is done to opti-
mize searching for documents or source code chunks similar to the
question being asked (i.e., providing context for an answer).

3.2.2 Generative component (OpenAI). DevMentorAI’s architec-
ture was planned to accommodate different generative AI tools—we
call them “Generative components” in the scope of our architecture.
For the sake of this study, we utilized OpenAI’s GPT-3.5 Turbo with
a 4K token context window as our core generative model. Our selec-
tion of OpenAI’s GPT model was driven by its status as the leading
language model available during our study. Additionally, we opted
for GPT-3.5 Turbo over GPT-4 due to monetary constraints. The
communication between our assistant and the generative model
was executed using the reference API provided by OpenAI2.

3.2.3 History Service. To increase the richness of the contextual
information input provided to the generative model, we provide
a rolling history of the conversation to the prompt. To do so,
we adopted the ConversationBufferMemory 3 construct from
LangChain [8]. This construct was chosen given its ability to pro-
vide a history without the necessity to first use Generative AI to
summarize historical data.This strategy also reduces the response
time and increases the accuracy of the answers.

3.2.4 Chain Operator. On the other side of the architecture, the
user posts questions that are handled by a conversation chain, which
is operated by a “chain operator.” When the user asks a question,
this operator is invoked and passes the question to the pipeline.
The operator has a pre-set prompt template that needs to be filled
with certain variables, as in the top-left of the example in Figure 1.
This prompt has details about the persona, which is information
2https://platform.openai.com/docs/api-reference
3https://python.langchain.com/docs/modules/memory/types/buffer
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related to how the assistant should behave. The prompt also con-
tains relevant details the assistant should consider to generate the
answer. This template requires three pieces of information: history,
which is the history of previous interactions, context, which is the
knowledge relevant for answering the question (i.e., documents and
source code chunks similar to the question asked), and, of course,
the question posted by the user.

The history is filled by the history service. It keeps a rolling
window of previous interactions with the user. The context is filled
by asking the vector storage service to search for chunks that are
similar to the vector representation of the question asked. Once the
relevant vectors are retrieved, the full contents of these chunks are
restored from the metadata to fill the context variable.

4 METHODOLOGY
The goal of this study is to assess how DevMentorAI answers com-
pare to those written by humans in a project-specific context. So, we
conducted a case study using real past questions in a development
chat channel and analyzed how DevMentorAI performs in those
questions. Thus, our research question is:

RQ: How does DevMentorAI compare to humans when re-
sponding to project-specific questions?

4.1 Study Design
We conducted four main methodological steps to answer our re-
search questions, described in the following sections.

4.1.1 Project Selection. The Mozilla Corporation maintains multi-
ple open-source projects in several domains, most of which could be
suitable for our investigations. To assess our approach we selected
the project to conduct our evaluation based on three criteria: (i)
the discussions on the project should be openly available, (ii) our
collaborators at Mozilla should have contact with the engineers of
the project, and finally (iii) the project should be ingested by our
model in a reasonable time.

Here is some rationale supporting our criteria. First, we needed
access to the discussion channel of the project. Therefore, we limited
the projects’ universe to those with open discussions onMatrix—the
Mozilla platform for discussions. Second, since our collaborators
were supposed to evaluate the DevMentorAI answers for real ques-
tions, we restricted the projects to those in which we could reach
the engineers of the project. Third, ingesting the project’s reposi-
tory artifacts takes a long time, depending on the project size, so
we opted for small or medium size projects. Therefore, observing
these criteria, we selected the PDF.js as the subject for our study.

4.1.2 Ingestion of project’s artifacts. Our assistant ingested tech-
nical documentation and source code extracted from PDF.js to
conduct this case study. We collected all the artifacts from the
project mozilla/pdf.js hosted on GitHub. It is worth mentioning
that our assistant supports ingesting source code from several lan-
guages in addition to markup files. Aiming to standardize the file’s
vector computing, we employed Pandoc [20] to convert the markup
files such as .html to .md. In general, for the PDF.js, we ingested
source code files, wiki pages, and web pages comprising files in
the following formats: js, jsx, mjs, cjs, md, html, pdf, etc. To assess

the effectiveness of artifact ingestion, we conducted some prelimi-
nary isolated tests, which produced contextualized outcomes when
asking questions about the PDF.js.

4.1.3 Selecting the Questions. With the subject project chosen, we
started gathering the conversations in the chat channel, which
project developers and users use. We accessed the PDF.jsMatrix
room4 and exported the chat history leveraging a built-in function-
ality. We collected all messages and their metadata until January
16, 2024, in a JSON format.

Since our interest was to obtain textual questions and their an-
swers, we made an initial data processing using Python scripts.
We created as output a spreadsheet containing (i) the message
timestamp, (ii) whether the message was a reply from a previous
message, and (iii) its textual content. This process resulted in a
spreadsheet containing 3492 messages. Next, one author manually
inspected each message to determine whether that was a question
with a proper human response. This process was conducted by one
researcher and validated by a second.

During the manual analysis, we identified several questions
throughout the chat history. However, the preponderance of these
questions proved unsuitable for inclusion in our evaluation. Ini-
tially, we discarded cases where questions were posed, and other
users requested more information, leading to threaded discussions
to completely understand the question’s context. Additionally, we
disregarded unanswered or questions that required access to exter-
nal resources. Finally, non-technical queries were excluded from
consideration. Below, we have an instance of an ignored question
and the reasons presented above.

Question discarded in the manual analysis

Hi all, I’m trying to implement the pdfjs on a certain project. I was able
to implement the example on the official site that uses the pdfjs-dist script,
but I am a little confused as to how I can implement this example: https:
//mozilla.github.io/pdf.js/web/viewer.html in a similar manner?

We ignored the aforementioned example predominantly due to
its lack of answers. Furthermore, accessing the link to check the
code example provided in the question is necessary to gain context
and provide an accurate answer. Since the model did not have access
to external artifacts, that was another factor to classify that question
as unsuitable. After the manual analysis, we ended up consider-
ing 14 questions and their respective answers for this preliminary
analysis. It is worth noting that some users asked questions using
multiple messages. In these situations, we concatenated the mes-
sages to conceive the question. The same approach was adopted
for the answers. Still, follow-up questions were not considered.

4.1.4 Expert Assessment. After selecting the fourteen questions,
we submitted each of them to DevMentorAI. We implemented an
integration with Discord [11] and performed the following steps
for each question. First, we started a new chat, which created a
new and empty context for the conversation. Next, we copied the
question we identified in the chat and submitted it for the assis-
tant consideration. DevMentorAI processed the data going through

4https://chat.mozilla.org/#/room/#pdfjs:mozilla.org
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our vectorial database and sending the contextual prompt to the
foundational model. Finally, we received the answers.

We structured the data from the previous steps in a spreadsheet
with three columns. The first column contained the question posted;
the second had the human answer as posted in Matrix; and the third
presented the responses generated by DevMentorAI. Subsequently,
we added two more columns to that spreadsheet to enable the spe-
cialist assessment, which we describe in the following paragraph.

Since we conducted this study in collaboration with the Mozilla
Corporation, the answers were assessed by an expert with vast
experience in programming (15 years), 4 years experience on the
target project (i.e., PDF.js), and that is currently the project’s main
developer. We asked this expert to answer the following questions
for each question: "How satisfied are you with the human answer?"
and "How satisfied are you with the bot’s answer?". Both questions
enabled answers following a 5-point Likert scale, as follows: not at
all satisfied (0), slightly satisfied (1), moderately satisfied (2), very
satisfied (3), and completely satisfied (4).

To further understand the context and details of the conversa-
tions, we explored the sequence of the chat analyzing the messages
that followed the question and answer on Matrix. To do so, we went
back to Matrix and manually analyzed the messages exchanged
about the topic, providing us with further evidence of the satisfac-
tion and usefulness of the answers provided in the chat.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we present the results of our study to characterize the
DevMentorAI performance in answering project-specific questions
and the factors that influence their responses.

5.1 Overall Performance
As described in Section 4.1.4, we compared the performance of
DevMentorAI with the actual humans’ answers when addressing
questions regarding PDF.js. For that, a PDF.js expert fromMozilla
gauged its satisfaction with the answers the humans and our assis-
tant provided. This expert has extensive experience in programming
and on PDF.js, featuring as the project’s main developer.

Figure 2 summarizes the results from the comparative analysis.
The x-axis shows the questions, while the y-axis provides the ratings
for answers. The performance evaluation yielded the following
results: (i) DevMentorAI surpassed the human in 8 questions; (ii)
in 3 questions, both exhibited comparable performance; and (iii)
in 3 questions, the human outperformed DevMentorAI. One can
observe that in all the cases in which the expert was more satisfied
with the human’s answer, the difference was at least two points on
the Likert scale. On the other hand, DevMentorAI had this degree
of superiority in 5 cases (out of the 8 cases mentioned in (i)).

5.2 Discussion About Individual Cases
In this section, we discuss the perceived performance of DevMen-
torAI in specific cases. We also point at factors that may have
influenced both how DevMentorAI responded and how the expert
evaluated the case. These examples will be divided into three cate-
gories. First, the cases in which the response from DevMentorAI
was perceived as better than that from the human. Second, the

ones in which the response from the human was perceived as bet-
ter. Third, those cases in which they were perceived as similar.
Although we explore exemplary cases for each category, all the
questions and answers are available in our replication package [1].

5.2.1 DevMentorAI outperforms humans. This scenario was
observed in 8 out of the 14 questions analyzed. In this section, we
present three exemplary cases in which the expert ranked DevMen-
torAI’s answer as more satisfactory than the human’s answer.

Question 11

Hi, I have a very large pdf in size (200mb) and I want to download it faster.
How to do that in PDF.js viewer?

1. Pdf is linearized.
2. Using rangeChunkSize (1024 1024).

But it is downloading chunk in sequentially but I want them to be
downloaded parallelly. Is there any configuration available to control the
number of parallel requests?

Human’s Answer:
Download it and use an other viewer.

DevMentorAI’s Answer:
No, there is no configuration available in the PDF.js viewer to control the
number of parallel requests for downloading chunks of a large PDF file. The
viewer automatically handles the downloading and rendering of the PDF file,
and the number of parallel requests is determined by the browser’s network
stack.

In Question 11, someone asked if they could use the project in
a configuration that is not supported. The human who answered
provided a very short and direct answer, which one could perceive
as ungentle or even uncaring, due to the dismissive way it was
phrased. By analyzing DevMentorAI’s answer, we observe that it
explains to the participant the specifics of why it was not possi-
ble. Consequently, the expert evaluated that they were not at all
satisfied (0) with the human’s answer, and very satisfied (3) with
DevMentorAI’s. When we went in-depth into the conversation, we
observed that the person asking the question provided more infor-
mation after getting the rough answer, and the same respondent
posted other rough comments, including an image of Taylor Swift
with the following excerpt of her song: "I will never shut up about."

Question 12

Is there a pdf.js associated inspector-like tool for viewing pdf internals? I recall
seeing something like this before.

Human’s Answer:
yep: http://brendandahl.github.io/pdf.js.utils/browser/.

DevMentorAI’s Answer:
Yes, there is a PDF Object Browser tool available for inspecting the internal
object structure and viewing raw values of a PDF document. You can access
the PDF Object Browser using this link: https://brendandahl.github.io/pdf.js.
utils/browser.

In Question 12, the user asked for a tool included in the project.
The human responded precisely, with a short confirmation and a
link to the tool the user was looking for. DevMentorAI also replied

http://brendandahl.github.io/pdf.js.utils/browser/
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Figure 2: Expert ratings for questions in a Likert scale.

with the same link but briefly described the tool. The expert was
satisfied with both answers and slightly preferred DevMentorAI’s
answer. They reported being very satisfied (3) with the human
response and completely satisfied (4) with DevMentorAI’s response.

We can observe that, in both cases presented here, the humans
provided short answers, with poor context or explanations. This
behavior may have multiple possible causes, including stress and
lack of time. Moreover, this problem may have varying levels of
severity. For instance, responses were perceived as ungentle or
even toxic in the first question, but acceptable ones as the second
one. This kind of behavior shows a problem inherent to human
responses: the humanmight not always be fully available to provide
a complete response. In these cases, we observe an advantage that
is inherent to assistants such as DevMentorAI. Not only they are
always available to answer the user but also provide an answer to
the full extent of content they have access.

Question 3

Hello! I was trying to switch to reader view on FF on a badly typo-graphed
PDF. Can this be done somehow? if its not a feature already, where can I
suggest it?

Human’s Answer:
I don’t know how *technically* feasible it is, but I just got to https://www.
supremecourt.gov/opinions/20pdf/18-956_d18f.pdf actually that’s not a bad
idea :) beyond the fact that it’s all white space and small font, I get a lot of
light sensitivity so prefer a dark background (which reader mode allows) You
can suggest it by filing a bug on bugzilla.mozilla.org

DevMentorAI’s Answer:
To switch to reader view in Firefox for a PDF document, you can follow these
steps:

1. Open the PDF document in Firefox.
2. Click on the ""Reader View"" icon in the address bar (it looks like an open
book).
3. The PDF will be displayed in a simplified, distraction-free reader view.

If you have any suggestions or feature requests for Firefox, you can
submit them to Mozilla’s Bugzilla platform. Here is the link to file a new bug
report: https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/enter_bug.cgi?product=Firefox

Make sure to provide a clear description of your suggestion and any
relevant details that can help the developers understand and evaluate your
idea.

Question 3 illustrates an inherent advantage that virtual assis-
tants can have over humans. In this case, the human was not aware
of a feature that was already implemented in the software. There-
fore, they only instructed the user on how they could suggest this
feature to the development team. On the other hand, since the vir-
tual assistant has access to several sources of up-to-date information
about the project, it was aware of the existence of this feature, thus
it both instructed the user on how to use the feature and how to
suggest new features (the user also requested this information). As
such, the expert was slightly satisfied (1) with the human’s answer,
and very satisfied (3) with DevMentorAI’s answer.

5.2.2 DevMentorAI performs as good as a human. Here, we
explore two of the three cases in which the expert was equally
satisfied with the answers from the human and DevMentorAI.

Question 7

Hi folks, If I have a PDF that’s 100MB and 100 pages long, and I want to direct
a user directly to page 50 for example. Can PDF.js load that page only without
fully loading the entire PDF? Or load only that range of pages...

Human’s Answer:
If your sever supports range requests, then yes pdf.js should be able to only
load part of the pdf.

DevMentorAI’s Answer:
PDF.js can load specific pages or a range of pages from a PDF without load-
ing the entire document. This is achieved through the use of HTTP Range
Requests, which allow for fetching only the required portions of the PDF
needed for rendering the visible pages. However, the ability to utilize HTTP
Range Requests depends on browser support and the web server returning
the appropriate headers. If these conditions are met, PDF.js will automatically
start fetching the necessary portions of the PDF for rendering, allowing for a
more efficient and faster loading experience.

In Question 7, both the humans and DevMentorAI provided an-
swers with very similar content. However, one can quickly notice
that the answer from the agent is more verbose, at least 4 times
bigger than the human’s. This is similar to what we observed in the
previous section, with DevMentorAI providing more details and
explanations about the answer. The expert reported to be very satis-
fied (3) with both answers. We believe that DevMentorAI’s answer
can benefit less experienced people or those with a comprehensive
information processing style.

https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/20pdf/18-956_d18f.pdf
https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/20pdf/18-956_d18f.pdf
https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/enter_bug.cgi?product=Firefox
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Question 5

Hey everyone! I’m having a frustrating issue where I’m trying to allow PDFs
to be previewed in browser. I’m including them via URL in an ‘embed‘ or
‘object‘ HTML tag currently and while it works after installing the browser
extension, it still downloads every PDF file that gets previewed on the page. Is
there a way to prevent that?

Human’s Answer:
To preview anything, it first needs to be downloaded. Nobody reads online.
All content is downloaded and read locally from browser cache.

DevMentorAI’s Answer:
No, there is no built-in way to prevent PDF files from being downloaded when
previewed in the browser using an ‘embed‘ or ‘object‘ HTML tag. These tags
are used specifically for embedding content in web pages and allow users to
download the file if they choose. If you want to restrict the downloading of
PDF files, you would need to implement custom logic on the server-side or
use other methods like DRM (Digital Rights Management) to control access to
the files.

For Question 5, both the human and DevMentorAI acknowledge
that it is not possible to perform the action requested by the user.
Once again we see that the human is more objective and direct
than the agent. The expert reported to be moderately satisfied (2)
with the answer. This may mean that the expert believes that the
answers are not complete in any of the cases. For the human it may
represent a shortage of knowledge, and for DevMentorAI, a lack
of appropriate and accurate information in the project repository.
By investigating the chat logs, we see that the conversation kept
moving, and, at one point the human mentioned “Sorry I am not
expert,” while they kept trying to sort out the program together.

5.2.3 DevMentorAI was outperformed. Finally, we discuss two
of the three cases in which the answer from the human was more
satisfactory than the ones from DevMentorAI. One important ob-
servation before we dive into the details, is that in these cases the
answer from the agent received really low scores. The expert was
not satisfied at all (zero score) in two cases.

Question 8

Hi, I wonder how to use the zoom commands, if I want to zoom into a pdf say
400 and define a left and top offset? https://mozilla.github.io/pdf.js/web/viewer.
html?file=compressed.tracemonkey-pldi-09.pdf&#zoom=300,10,1 brings a
zoomed version with a left offset but jumps to the second page. What do
I have to change to get a top offset of 200px?

Human’s Answer:
In the pdf coordinate system 0,0 is the bottom, left of a page.

DevMentorAI’s Answer:
To modify the zoom commands in the PDF.js viewer to achieve a top offset of
200px, you can use the ‘zoom‘ option with the desired values. The format for
the ‘zoom‘ option is ‘[zoom],[left offset],[top offset]‘. Here is an example URL
that demonstrates how to set the zoom level and top offset: https://mozilla.
github.io/pdf.js/web/viewer.html#zoom=200,0,200. In this example, the zoom
level is set to 200 and the top offset is set to 200px. You can adjust the values as
per your requirements. Please note that this modification will only affect the
viewer for the current session and will not permanently change the default
behavior of the PDF.js viewer.

Question 8 is a complex case. As in the previous cases, the an-
swer from the human is very short and simple. It just points out to
the participant that the 0, 0 position is the bottom left. The expert

is completely satisfied (4) with this answer, understanding that the
user who posted the question would be able to figure out how to
go to the specific place in the PDF. Interestingly, DevMentorAI
gives misleading information, saying that “The format for the ‘zoom’
option is ‘[zoom],[left offset],[top offset]’.” Notice that the two last
parameters here point to the top-left as the 0,0 position, while the
human pointed to the bottom-left. This caused the dissatisfaction
(zero score) of the expert. However, when analyzing the document
presented in DevMentorAI’s answer and the thread on Matrix, we
see that (i) DevMentorAI found the appropriate resource and pre-
sented the information as provided in the documentation; and (ii)
the information was incorrect on the documentation, as per the
follow-up from the human respondent: “hmm...I think that’s wrong
[...], but it should be changed or described in the wiki as well... Due
to this divergence—caused by the issue with the misleading infor-
mation in the documentation—the human reported to be completly
satisfied (4) with the human answer and not at all satisfied (0) with
DevMentorAI’s answer.

Question 10

Hi everyone, I’m running into a bit of an issue with PDF.js and chrome. I’m
not sure I’ve got enough information for a true github issue, but I wanted to
drop it here to see if you might have any insight into the issue.
In the image above you can see a sample of the problem: On my coworkers
machine PDF’s are often rendered like this, with random bits and pieces of
the text characters missing. This seem to happen on his machine and at least
one other but not on mine, and it only happens in Chrome and in Edge but
not when using Firefox.
It seems to happen to many, but not all, the PDF’s, and it isn’t consistent: a
page reload can cause the anomalies to end up entirely somewhere else in the
document. I have attached an example PDF that exhibits the problem for my
coworker.
This goes wrong in our own application and in the slack PDF viewer (which
seems to use PDF.js), but in the PDF.js demo page (opening the example PDF)
does work correctly. https://mozilla.github.io/pdf.js/web/viewer.html
I initially blamed my coworkers machine, but as we have now also seen it on
another machine it is suspicious. Have you every seen anything like this? I’m
pretty stumped. Any insight on this matter is greatly appreciated!

Human’s Answer:
Maybe you should try to test in enabling/disabling hardware acceleration
in Chrome I tried myself on Chrome on Windows 11 with enabled/disabled
’Accelerated 2D canvas’ and it works well.

DevMentorAI’s Answer:
I’m sorry, but I don’t have access to personal experiences or encounters.
However, it is possible to encounter rendering issues with PDF.js in different
browsers. If you are experiencing this specific issue, it would be best to report
it to the PDF.js development team with the necessary details such as the PDF
file, browser version, operating system, and any error messages you may have
encountered.

In Question 10, a developer contextualized the issue explaining
that they are experiencing rendering problems with PDF.js and
Google Chrome on particular machines and asked for insights into
what could be causing the problem. The human answered with
something that seemed like a personal experience. They guided the
user to turn off the hardware acceleration in Google Chrome to solve
the problem. In contrast, DevMentorAI answered that it cannot
access personal experiences (given the personal question asked:
“Have you every [sic!] seen anything like this?”). The expert classified
the human’s answer as very satisfied (4) and the DevMentorAI’s
answer as slightly satisfied (2). The satisfaction with the human

https://mozilla.github.io/pdf.js/web/viewer.html?file=compressed.tracemonkey-pldi-09.pdf&#zoom=300,10,1
https://mozilla.github.io/pdf.js/web/viewer.html?file=compressed.tracemonkey-pldi-09.pdf&#zoom=300,10,1
https://mozilla.github.io/pdf.js/web/viewer.html#zoom=200,0,200
https://mozilla.github.io/pdf.js/web/viewer.html#zoom=200,0,200
https://mozilla.github.io/pdf.js/web/viewer.html
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answer goes beyond the expert, the user replied to the human in
the thread saying" “I tried myself on Chrome on Windows 11 with
enabled/disabled ‘Accelerated 2D canvas’ and it works well.”

6 LIMITATIONS AND DESIGN TRADE-OFFS
In this paper, we presented a case study to assess how satisfactory
the answers of a conversational agent would be in the context of
an OSS project. Our decisions on the study conception may have
an impact on the results. First, we had to choose a subject project
to run the study, which is a key decision in a case study. While
many factors may influence this decision, we focused on finding
a project maintained by Mozilla (a partner on this research) with
experts on their reach, and that was not too big to ingest into our
model for our preliminary evaluations. We acknowledge that our
research results are influenced by the specific context of our case
study (PDF.js) and that it limits the generalizability of our results.
However, we preferred to keep more control and work on a single
and smaller project, supported by the maintainer, which entitled
us to be more careful in the data collection and better understand
the context.

A second point regards evaluation from the expert. We could
have conducted in-depth interviews or collected multiple opinions
to get stronger evidence. Once again, considering the factors that led
us to decide, we wanted to guarantee that we would get appropriate
responses that would not require too much time or effort from the
expert. Still, it is well known in the literature that recruiting is not
an easy task in Software Engineering, especially when we deal with
OSS [14, 32]. Therefore, since we are collaborating with Mozilla,
and we had access to an expert, we preferred someone to provide us
with accurate feedback.Although we would have a more in-depth
understanding using other methods, we are very comfortable that
the input received is reliable and accurate, given the expertise and
willingness to help from this person.

We also had to decide on a specific LLM to use. While this may
pose a threat, we used OpenAI’s GPT-3.5 Turbo, since GPT was the
state-of-the-art LLM at the moment of the study, and we opted
for 3.5 Turbo instead of GPT-4 due to budget constraints. Even
using a previous version, the results proved to be very encouraging.
Still related to the LLMs, we acknowledge that they are subject to
continuous updates and modifications, and threaten the consistency
and replicability of our results. Nonetheless, in contrast to related
studies, large language models (LLMs) rapidly evolve and enhance
their models daily. Consequently, we anticipate that the quality of
responses may improve progressively over time.

Some decisions made during the data curation process are also
worth discussing. Given the context of the project under study
and the choice of the LLM used, we had to dismiss questions that
embedded images. This is an important decision because PDF.js
is a PDF rendering tool, and screenshots and PDFs were part of
a non-negligible number of messages. Although we missed some
questions, our sample size was not too small and enabled us to
understand different aspects of DevMentorAI performance. In fu-
ture work, we plan to use Foundation Models that read images and
documents to understand how they improve the answers.

We acknowledge that DevMentorAI answers may be limited for
some lack of context. DevMentorAI had no access to the complete

chat history. Therefore, any contextual information provided before
those messages used to compose the question was not accessible by
the agent. Moreover, since the Matrix channel is open, the human’s
answers might not be from developers from PDF.js, but from users.
This may have resulted in suboptimal answers coming from them
as well. However, this does not pose a threat since the answers
analyzed are the ones that were actually posted to the questions.

Another point is that we did not control documentation in terms
of accuracy and up-to-dateness of the information ingested. There
may be cases in which the answers could be improved. Although
these points might have influenced the quality of the output, our
results were very satisfactory.

Still, two decisions related to the design and implementation of
DevMentorAI may pose limitations. First, we decided to ingest data
available on GitHub to our conversational agent. There may be
more documentation outside of GitHub boundaries that were not
considered. This may have reduced the accuracy of our responses.
However, once again, the preliminary assessment is very encourag-
ing, and this may be included in the following steps of this research.
Second, we used cosine distance to compare the query and the
vectors stored in our database as a step to create the prompt sent
to the LLM. Although we acknowledge that other options would
offer different results, we opted to keep a conservative approach to
assess how the agent would perform with these conditions.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper introduces DevMentorAI, a conversational assistant that
uses the Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) architecture to
facilitate developers’ interactions with software projects by inte-
grating project-specific data. By doing a case study of the PDF.js
project, DevMentorAI proved its capability to provide answers that,
in most cases, were better than the ones from human participants.
Our goal was to, by integrating project-specific data, assess if Dev-
MentorAI could make the onboarding process smoother for new
developers and automate responses to project-specific questions.

Moreover, this study highlights the importance of integrating de-
tailed and context-specific information into conversational agents
to improve their effectiveness. As foundation models continue to
evolve, their integration into various aspects of software engineer-
ing and development promises to enhance productivity and facili-
tating processes. The findings from this study not only demonstrate
the feasibility and utility of such models in practical applications
but also pave the way for future research.

For future work, we aim to explore its application across a wider
range of software projects to understand its adaptability and impact
on developer productivity in diverse development environments.
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